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1. Defining economic sovereignty in processes of State-building

1.1. The development of the concept of economic sovereignty

Article 1.2 of the United Nations (UN) Charter provides that one of the organization’s purposes is the development of friendly relations among states based upon the «principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples», while the 1970 Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations declares that «all peoples have the right freely to determine, without external interference, their political status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural development, and every state has the duty to respect this right».

According to the right to «economic» self-determination, people can choose whatever type of government they wish and they can freely undertake their economic, social and cultural development. This is also restated in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Economic self-determination is deeply linked to the exercise of sovereignty by the State. In the «Westphalian» paradigm, the State is perceived as a «self-determining» political subject who has full control on the formulation of its internal and external policies without being subject to any outside control. In this framework, external intervention is a direct challenge to the «autonomy» of a State, as clearly prohibited by article 2(7) of the UN Charter, according to which «nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters that are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any State», and also restated by the UN General Assembly Declaration on Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and Protection of their Independence and Sovereignty and the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States.

In the last decades globalization has brought new challenges to the economic sovereignty of States. Indeed, globalization has increased, on the one hand, all kinds of economic relations between countries, thus intensifying economic interdependence. On the other hand, national economies have been gradually replaced by a global economic system. In the realm of globalization, instead of form of governments we are now talking of...
governance. As a consequence, States are now subject to several legal constraints in the exercise of their sovereign economic and monetary powers, notably to constraints arising from the membership of the IMF or, at the regional level, of the EU. In this framework, one may wonder whether conditionalities of the IMF programs or within the EU system tantamount to «economic coercion» over domestic economic sovereignty. «Economic coercion», has been described as «an attempt to constrain state conduct through the use of withholding of economic resources»24. Citing several declarations of the UN General Assembly, Professor Oscar Schachter argues that «economic coercion directed against the sovereign rights and independence of any state has been declared to be in violation of international law»25.

This explains the renewed interest among international scholars in the State sovereignty issue. The problem is to consider whether the State has lost its sovereignty or it still acts with a primary role in the market. Some authors have concluded that economic sovereignty has become «eroded», while others have suggested the idea of «limited sovereignty». Whatever the answer, one should not lose sight of the fact that nowadays States exercise some of their sovereign functions (as the economic ones) with a strict coordination with (or supervision of) international or supranational organizations. This seems even more evident in situations of state-building processes, like in post-conflict economic reconstructions, as next paragraphs will show.

1.2. Processes of economic State-building and the role of conditionality.

According to Francis Fukuyama, «state-building is one of the most important issues for the world community» and today «has risen to the top of the global agenda».26

State-building has been defined by the OECD as a «process to enhance capacity, institutions and legitimacy of the State driven by State-society relations».27 In more general terms, state-building can be seen as a series of «actions undertaken by international or national actors to establish, reform, or strengthen the institutions of the state».28

State building has become the predominant framework for civil interventions in post-conflict and transitional contexts. However, state-building practices should not be confused with peace-building operations, «understood as activities by international or national actors to prevent violent conflict and institutionalise peace», even though it «is often an important part of the state-building dynamic»29.

If we intend state-building as a series of practices to enhance the internal administrative, political and economic structures of a State, we can easily affirm that nowadays States are never finally «built», but they change and adapt over time: in other words, State-building is an iterative process.30

In this framework, the State is no more the «Westphalian State»; sovereignty is rather perceived as an administration task over a defined territory.31

State-building has been considered a good instrument for the economic growth of the State.32 However, while a vast literature exists on the political and security dimensions of transition from war to peace, until recently less has been written on the economic dimension of this kind of processes.33

Nevertheless, there is an emerging consensus among international scholars over the fact that economic issues are crucial in state-building operations, since they influence the behavior of economic and political actors.34 Post-conflict economic policy and reconstruction projects generally aim to institute a free market to be (minimally) governed by the State,35 favoring the involvement of private business actors and foreign investors36. Private sector activity is considered to run «across ethnic and religious lines, where rules-based competition is the cornerstone»,37 thus reducing market inequalities.38 Similary, FDI creates job opportunities, supplies capital for production and facilitates the access to international markets.39

In the economic state-building process, a crucial role is played by international actors, such as the Bretton Woods Institutions, established after World War II as specialized agencies of the United Nations to deal with global economic problems and to provide technical assistance to member States.40 The IMF helps to rebuild countries’ capacity in the fiscal and monetary areas, while the World Bank focuses on rebuilding the microeconomic foundations for investment, employment, growth and poverty alleviation.41

The IMF and the World Bank have been quite active in the processes of economic reconstruction in the framework of the peacekeeping operations promoted by the United Nations (the so-called post-conflict peacebuilding operations), for example in Liberia, Sierra Leone, Kosovo, East Timor, Afghanistan and Iraq. However, modalities of intervention have been different each time. In Kosovo (as well as in East Timor), the Security Council established a territorial administration, which acted as a transitional governmental body, exercising its authority over economic issues, including currency, banking and finance, and enacting laws on these matters. On the other hand, the situation in Iraq was peculiar due to the presence of the Coalition Provisional Authority, which acted as the temporary governing authority from April 2003 until 30 June 2004. In this case, the Security Council simply recognized the presence of the Coalition and called upon international financial institutions (IFIs) to give their contribution in the economic reconstruction process of the region.

Both the IMF and the World Bank have become more and more involved in post-conflict reconstruction operations with an increasing intervention in national economic policies. Their Articles of Agreement state that they should not interfere with the political economy of member States. Nevertheless, they are sometimes involved in the drafting of commercial legislation in post-conflict regions and, even though they do not have legislative powers, they have come to exercise de facto legislative powers.

It should be recalled that IFIs may operate with the consent of the State or on request of the international community only. In the case of post-conflict activities, they usually act pursuant to relevant resolutions of the Security Council. Generally, Security Council resolutions may require IFIs to provide technical assistance. For example, in Afghanistan, East Timor and Kosovo, relevant Security Council resolutions determined the conditions of operation of the IFIs and their
coordination with transitional governments in those regions.86. Also regional organizations are becoming involved in state-building operations. Within Europe, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development57 and the EU58 have always promoted economic cooperation in the region through the creation of an internal market and the constant cooperation with international economic and financial institutions59.

In this regard, external actors «intervene» in the internal affairs of the State, also «conditioning» the State in the definition of its domestic economy. In this respect, we talk about conditionality60, which has been defined as «an exchange of policy changes for external financing.»61. As regards the IMF, conditionality has become part of its lending policies62. In particular, beginning in the late 1980s, the IMF has combined two types of conditionality63: «prior actions», which are conditionality that the country needs to satisfy before the start of a lending program or debt relief, and «performance criteria», which have to be met to ensure the release of credit tranches or continued debt relief64. Conditionalities in the IMF programs have significantly increased in the 1980s and 1990s65. For example, during the Asian financial crisis66, South Korea had to satisfy 94 structural conditions, Thailand 73 conditions and Indonesia 140 structural policy undertakings67.

It has been argued that the IMF has «a major effect upon the design of macroeconomic policy in the poorest countries» through the application of its conditionality.68 However, conditionalities are not limited to the IMF programs.69 At the regional level, EU conditionality is worth particular attention. In particular, we refer to the strict conditions the candidate countries had to comply with in order to be admitted as EU member States70.

The question has arisen to what extent the conditionalities attached to such programs affect the principle of economic self-determination of the affected countries.

As a general rule, every actor in the international arena must comply with general international rules, and, accordingly, to the right to economic self-determination71. However, an international regulatory framework for situations of post-conflict economic reconstruction is not yet in place72.

In analyzing the complex interaction between state-building and economic dynamics, a useful concept has been developed of «institutional multiplicity»73, with reference to the coexistence of different sets of rules under which individuals and economic actors must operate. Within this framework74, «the interventions of the international community simply add a new layer of rules, without overriding others». Economic norms, institutions, and policies promoted as part of the state-building process affect the design, role, and functions of the State75. By setting up the «rules of the game», state-building shapes incentives and constraints according to which economic actors must operate76.

1.2.1. In particular, the regulation of FDIs

Though FDI has long been part of the global economy, it has expanded greatly over the past few decades77. International investment law comprises core principles which are considered part of customary international rules (like the minimum standard of treatment, the fair and equitable treatment and full protection and security) and bilateral investment treaties (BITs) between States aimed at promoting and protecting foreign investments. FDIs are also regulated at the domestic level. Indeed, each State has its own investment laws78.

International legal literature has paid little attention so far to the analysis of FDI laws and policies in post-conflict economic reconstruction processes79, even though it is well recognized that FDIs can play an important role in promoting economic growth in those States whose economy is under reconstruction80.

In the immediate aftermath of a conflict, establishing a legal framework to attract FDI requires enacting legislation, rebuilding courthouses, and training judges and lawyers. The post-conflict government may «borrow» the laws, infrastructure and expertise from another legal system81. This can be accomplished through investment contracts with individual foreign investors, and through international treaties: the courts and laws of the investor’s country may be chosen as the adjudication forum and the governing law of the investment agreement. The post-conflict country may also consider adopting the international legal framework for the protection of FDIs, joining international institutions or signing international investment agreements82.

A major concern for prospective investors in post-conflict countries is that governments may exercise their sovereign right to change laws, and even withdraw from guarantees of international arbitration at a later date. This has a negative impact on the overall inflow of FDIs in these countries. Therefore, it is imperative for post-conflict countries to include a stability clause83 in their investment agreements, specifically granting protection to foreign investors against future adverse legislative changes84.

Moreover, in case of disputes between the host State and foreign investors, the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes85, the UN Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Arbitral Awards (New York Convention)86 and bilateral investment treaties (BITs) permit to solve disputes by using neutral arbitrators and to enforce the awards before the courts of any signatory state. Indeed, ICSID provides a neutral arbitral forum for settling investor-state disputes, while the New York Convention enforces any international arbitral award between a foreign and a domestic corporation87.

To date, a legal framework for foreign investments in situation of State-building processes has not been established. Indeed, there is a case-by-case assessment of the investment regulation. In this regard, Rwanda is considered as an FDI «success story», because it has adopted policies considered by international financial institutions to be ideal for the country, implementing a largely deregulated investment regime in order to attract FDI88.

2. The EU economic intervention in the Western Balkan States and in Kosovo: issues of State-building and the role of conditionality

The EU has been involved in several state-building processes, acquiring a certain level of expertise in the field89. When taking about state-building and the role of conditionality, it is very interesting to refer to the EU’s enlargement policy90. Indeed, usually EU offers to provide financial assistance with the promise of the EU membership91.
A good example in this regard can be taken by the experience of the Western Balkan States. In 1999, the EU proposed the establishment of the Stabilization and Association Process (SAP)\(^2\) for the countries of the Western Balkans (Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro) as a framework for guiding their accession efforts\(^3\). Since then, the SAP has proven to be a successful story for the majority of the Western Balkan countries\(^4\).

The applicable set of criteria for Balkan countries include those criteria defined by the Copenhagen European Council of 1993\(^5\) and the conditions set for by the SAP\(^6\). The evaluation of each country’s progress is made through mechanisms established under the SAP, like the annual Progress Reports of the Commission. The process of stabilization and association was then strengthened by the European Partnerships launched by the Thessaloniki Agenda in 2003\(^7\). Accordingly, the EU concluded partnerships with Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia, including Kosovo, establishing a framework of priority actions and a financial structure to improve the stability and prosperity of the region\(^8\). The CARDS was the main financial instrument\(^9\) until 2007, when it was substituted by the IPA (Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance), with the aim to provide financial support for candidate and potential candidate countries and to create an overall structure for pre-accession assistance\(^10\).

The principle of conditionality is the cornerstone of the Stabilization and Association Process. Indeed, the economic and financial relationships between the EU and the Western Balkans are developed under the condition of respecting and promoting human rights, democracy, rule of law and the free-market economy\(^11\). The EU pressure to adopt specific institutional structures, policies and practices drives these governments to fulfill EU requirements and to comply with concrete economic and political demands\(^12\). In case of failure to respect such conditions, the Council may take any measures it considers «appropriate»\(^13\), delaying, reducing or even stopping the EU assistance\(^14\). In this regard, the EU conditionality has been considered one of the most powerful tools of the EU influence in the Western Balkans\(^15\).

Among Western Balkan countries, Kosovo deserves a separate analysis\(^16\). Following the end of the Kosovo war of March-June 1999\(^17\), UN Security Council Resolution 1244 of 10 June 1999 authorized the UN Secretary-General to establish the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) that would provide «substantial autonomy and self-government» to the people of Kosovo\(^18\). At the same time, a NATO-led multinational Kosovo Force (KFOR) was established to provide security in the country\(^19\).

UN Security Council Resolution 1244 gave UNMIK a very broad mandate, including to perform civilian administrative functions, maintain law and order, develop provisional institutions for self-government and support the reconstruction and economic development of the province\(^20\). The EU has been involved in the post-conflict economic reconstruction of the country\(^21\) in the framework of UNMIK Pillar IV\(^22\). Also the IMF has been assisting the institution-building and the economic policy implementation\(^23\). Indeed, in the aftermath of the war, the international community was quite determined to orient the Kosovar economy towards a free market economy\(^24\). The first step in this regard has been the privatization of State-owned enterprises, the removal of restrictions to the free flow of capital and the adoption of the Euro as the official currency\(^25\). On the institutional side, UNMIK established the Central Fiscal Authority\(^26\), while supporting a nascent finance ministry\(^27\), a new tax system and administration, as well as a new trade regime and customs department\(^28\). The EU, on its side, supervised the creation of the Banking and Payment Authority and the reform of the payment systems\(^29\). In addition, seven banks and seven insurance companies have been established, together with fourteen micro financial institutions, which provided small loans to the non-bankable sector\(^30\). Therefore, the international community reached to build up a capable banking system in Kosovo\(^31\).

The EU, in particular, has continued to support Kosovo’s economic development\(^32\). In this respect, the adoption of the European Partnership Action Plan (EPAP) in January 2006 turned to be an important component of Kosovo’s European integration process\(^33\). Overall, the EU policy in the region has been described as one of «conditional support for reforms in the direction of Europeanizations\(^34\). On 4 February 2008 the European Council adopted the Joint Action establishing EULEX, which became fully operational on 9 December 2008\(^35\). Since then, EULEX has supported Kosovo on its path to a greater European integration in the rule of law area\(^36\). Following the declaration of independence by the Kosovo on 17 February 2008 and the entry into force of a new constitution in June 2008\(^37\), the tasks of UNMIK have significantly been modified. The adoption of a Presidential Statement by the Security Council on 26 November 2008\(^38\) allowed the European Union (EULEX) to take on an increasing role in the rule of law sector and UNMIK to terminate its rule of law operations and conclude its reconfiguration by June 2009. Following its reconfiguration, UNMIK’s main strategic objective has been the promotion of security, stability and respect for human rights in Kosovo\(^39\).

Moreover, the establishment of the Agency for Coordination of Development and European Integration in 2008 was an important step towards improving Kosovo’s donor coordination and its European approximation efforts. Kosovo has also been involved in work on the Stability Pact and its transition to the Regional Cooperation Council\(^40\).

In 2009, EU–Kosovo’s relations encountered further progress, thanks to the Commission’s proposal to strengthen and widen Kosovo’s participation in the SAP\(^41\). In 2012 a visa liberalization roadmap was launched, together with the publication of the feasibility study on Kosovo by the EU\(^42\). In December 2012 Kosovo has become a member of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and in June 2013 signed a Framework Agreement with the European Investment Bank to finance projects in the region\(^43\).

Upon suggestion of the Commission, the Council opened the negotiations on an Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA) with Kosovo in June 2013\(^44\). The SAA is a unique opportunity for Kosovo to deepen internal stability and strengthen its institutions. Moreover, this is a chance for Kosovo’s enterprises to enter the EU markets and also to attract foreign
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investments. In brief, the SAA will assist Kosovo in developing further its economic and political system in line with European standards.\textsuperscript{135}

Today, the EU continues to closely support the development of Kosovo through its EULEX rule of law mission, its special representative\textsuperscript{136} and the International Civilian Office Kosovo.\textsuperscript{137} The European Commission also provides recommendations on how to meet the targets for EU accession set out in the European Partnership for Kosovo.\textsuperscript{138}

As remarked by the Commission in its Kosovo 2013 Progress Report of 16 October 2013, the economic integration with Europe remains significant.\textsuperscript{139} There is also an effort to gradually approximate Kosovo’s legislation and policies with the acquis in the areas of international market. This is particularly true with regard to consumer protection,\textsuperscript{140} while the alignment with European standards on movement of persons and services, on the one hand, and with the anti-trust and competition policy, on the other, is still at a very early stage.\textsuperscript{141} Besides, the system for capital movement is very liberal and there are no restrictions regarding foreign ownership or investment in the financial sector.\textsuperscript{142}

One of the main consequences of the above-mentioned interventions in Kosovo’s economy is its stable monetary policy. Indeed, Kosovo is one of the few countries outside the EU-zone that has introduces the Euro as its official currency, which has led to low inflation and a stable macro-economic environment.\textsuperscript{143} Indeed, the economic strategy pursued in Kosovo is a good example of post-conflict economic state-building practices. Nevertheless, economic challenges still remain.\textsuperscript{144}

In the framework of economic reconstruction, the protection of FDI is worth particular attention. FDI is a main contributor to the economic growth of a country. Through investment, companies build the global value chains that play an increasing role in the modern international economy, as also restated by European institutions.\textsuperscript{145} This is particularly true in cases of reconstruction of post-war economies, such as in Kosovo. The following paragraphs will analyze which legal framework is currently available for FDI in Kosovo, and to what extent it can be said to be «conditioned» by the EU.

2.1. The current FDI regulation in Kosovo: the domestic and international regulation in action

As regards the FDI regulation, Kosovo has to cope with the lack of a transparent domestic legislation, even though the government has undertaken economic reforms in order to make the country more attractive for foreign investors.\textsuperscript{146} In particular, there has been a massive privatization process, which was engineered by the Kosovo Trust Agency (KTA), staffed by both foreign and local personnel and whose functioning costs were covered by the US Agency for International Development (USAID).\textsuperscript{147} After Kosovo independence, KTA was transformed into the Kosovo Privatization Agency (KPA), over which international officers retained supervisor powers.\textsuperscript{148}

However, the fact that the domestic legislation is under constant change has a negative impact on the overall inflow of FDIs in the country. In particular, the lack of a transparent investment regulation at the domestic level and the corruption in the country have been a deterrent for foreign investments.\textsuperscript{149}

In the field of investment protection, applicable laws in Kosovo currently include municipal laws, UNMIK laws and regulations, as well as international agreements.\textsuperscript{150}

In January 2001, UNMIK adopted Regulation 2001/3 on Foreign Investment in Kosovo,\textsuperscript{151} and the Kosovo Assembly (PISG) passed the Foreign Investment Law on 21 November 2005.\textsuperscript{152} The purpose of the Law on Foreign Investment, according to the Preamble, is to promote and encourage foreign investment in Kosovo by providing foreign investors with a set of fundamental and enforceable legal rights and guarantees that will ensure foreign investors that they and their investments will be protected and treated with fairness and respect in strict accordance with the rule of law and widely accepted international standards and practice.\textsuperscript{153}

Under this law, foreign firms operating in Kosovo are granted the same privileges as domestic businesses.\textsuperscript{154} However, while the basic legislation of a market-oriented economy is in place, determining property ownership remains a challenge. These legal uncertainties, in addition to weak law implementation and poor contract enforcement, continue to hinder economic growth and investment.

As regards bilateral investment agreements, before Kosovo’s declaration of independence UNMIK had concluded agreements on investment protection with Albania (2004) and Turkey (2006).\textsuperscript{155} After 2008, the Republic of Kosovo has signed BITs with Belgium (2010), Austria (2010) and the Swiss Federation (2011).\textsuperscript{156} Moreover, Kosovo is in the process of negotiation of new BITs with Macedonia, Slovenia and other countries of CEFTA.\textsuperscript{157}

On 29 June 2009, the President and the Prime Minister of the Republic of Kosovo signed the IMF Articles of Agreement, the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States (ICSID Convention) and the Convention establishing the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA).\textsuperscript{158}

Chapter 4 of the Foreign Investment Law assign jurisdiction for business dispute resolution to Kosovo courts. However, foreign investors are free to agree upon arbitration or another, alternative dispute resolution mechanism, such as ICSID. Indeed, Kosovo has already consented to ICSID arbitration in its legislation, before even becoming a Contracting State to the ICSID Convention.\textsuperscript{159}

From the above it follows that the Kosovo is trying to develop a legal framework to attract foreign investors in line with international law standards and practices: the Law on Foreign Investment expressly refers to the international standards of protection,\textsuperscript{160} and Kosovo has signed investment agreements among its first international acts. In this sense, it can be said that domestic legislation is «conditioned» by the international legal framework on foreign investments.

As regards the European legal framework, it must be recalled that the Lisbon Treaty, in force since 1 December 2009, have added FDIs to the exclusive common commercial policy of the EU.\textsuperscript{161} This means that the EU has now the authority to conclude international investment agreements with third countries. However, a EU investment policy (developing an integrated investment market access and a post-establishment investment protection policy) will be introduced
progressively. Consequently, the almost 1200 BITs of member States that currently offer investment protection will be in force until they are replaced by EU agreements.

As stated by the Commission in its Communication of 7 July 2010, «Towards a Comprehensive European International Investment Policy», the Union must develop an international investment policy in order to increase EU competitiveness and contribute to the objectives of smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, as set out in the Europe 2020 Strategy. However, to date, the EU has not defined a clear investment policy, even though future decisions in this field will certainly affect Kosovo (as well as all EU member States) in the development of its domestic regulation of foreign investments. The following paragraph will attempt to identify the main legal challenges to the creation of a stable investment policy in Kosovo, also considering to what extent the EU may have a role to play in this respect.

2.2. A prospective legal framework for foreign investments in Kosovo: legal challenges

There are some legislative lacunae in the FDI's regulation in Kosovo, namely the lack of clarity of the domestic investment regime, of a defined «political risk» insurance and of a clear and transparent legal framework for adjudicating disputes.

According to the Independent International Commission on Kosovo one of the «characteristics of the region that represent major obstacles to regional integration (...) is the crisis of the state and the absence of a rule of law. (...) Bosnia, Kosovo, Albania, and Macedonia all rely on this system of internationally financed dependency on one hand, and the criminalization of the economy on the other (drugs, arms, prostitution).»

Moreover, a major concern for prospective investors is that governments may exercise their sovereign right to change laws, which may also affect in a negative way investors' rights.

Kosovo needs to enhance the rule of law in order to attract foreign investments that are essential in ensuring a sustainable economic growth for the newly independent State. In this respect, it can be recalled that one of the main features of the EU’s investment policy aims at fostering transparency by clarifying the regulatory framework and facilitate the movement of investment-related persons in the EU market. In its recent Fact Sheet, Investment Protection and Investor-to-State Dispute Settlement in EU Agreements, the Commission has pointed out that in the definition of a European investment policy there is the necessity to clarify and improve investment protection rules, namely the right to regulate to pursue legitimate public policy objectives and to better define the standard of the fair and equitable treatment.

As regards the PRI, the US Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) has been involved in Kosovo since 2000, providing financing, political risk insurance and other investment vehicles to American investors. With OPIC assistance, American investors are currently involved with projects in the energy and real estate development sectors. Moreover, Kosovo has recently joined the MIGA. However, the EU law still lacks a regional system that could address this issue in a systematic way, that could attract secure investments in the country.

As regards the system for adjudicating disputes (in particular between the host State and the foreign investor) and guaranteeing investors' rights, Kosovo has signed the ICSID Convention (as one of its first international acts), which allows signing States and foreign investors to solve disputes by using neutral arbitrators and to enforce the awards in the courts of any signatory States. Nevertheless, this does not completely solve the problem as, even under the ICSID Convention, it is up to the parties to the dispute to choose the applicable law for solving the dispute itself. In the framework of a future European investment policy, the Commission has restated the need to improve the current dispute settlement system, preventing investors from bringing multiple or frivolous claims, making the arbitration system more transparent, with documents available to the public, access to hearings and allow interests parties, such as NGOs, to make submissions, and dealing with conflicts of interests and consistency of arbitral awards, for example introducing a binding code of conduct for arbitrators. The EU support in this direction would have a positive impact also on the dispute settlement system carried out in its (perspective) member States.

At the regional level, it is worth mentioning that Kosovo has joined the Investment Compact initiative, a regional program of the Organization for Co-operation and Development (OECD), actively supported by the European Commission, aimed at helping governments of the region in improving their investment climate and fostering private sector development.

The European investment policy, the Commission has restated the need to improve the current dispute settlement system, preventing investors from bringing multiple or frivolous claims, making the arbitration system more transparent, with documents available to the public, access to hearings and allow interests parties, such as NGOs, to make submissions, and dealing with conflicts of interests and consistency of arbitral awards, for example introducing a binding code of conduct for arbitrators. The EU support in this direction would have a positive impact also on the dispute settlement system carried out in its (perspective) member States.

At the regional level, it is worth mentioning that Kosovo has joined the Investment Compact initiative, a regional program of the Organization for Co-operation and Development (OECD), actively supported by the European Commission, aimed at helping governments of the region in improving their investment climate and fostering private sector development.

The European investment policy, the Commission has restated the need to improve the current dispute settlement system, preventing investors from bringing multiple or frivolous claims, making the arbitration system more transparent, with documents available to the public, access to hearings and allow interests parties, such as NGOs, to make submissions, and dealing with conflicts of interests and consistency of arbitral awards, for example introducing a binding code of conduct for arbitrators. The EU support in this direction would have a positive impact also on the dispute settlement system carried out in its (perspective) member States.

It follows that the creation of an investment policy in Kosovo is strictly supported (and monitored) by the EU. In this respect, one has the feeling that EU decisions in this area of law will go hand in hand with the definition of a Kosovo’s (‘conditioned’) investment policy.

3. Some concluding remarks: are we moving towards a new concept of «economic sovereignty»?

Globalization represents today one of the major challenges to domestic economic sovereignty. Indeed, there has been a «normative» and «institutional multiplicity» in the regulation of economic matters at the international level. In this sense, the State is not a self-contained regime as far as economic matters are concerned.
This is even more evident in situations of state-building, like in post-conflict reconstruction situations. In this regard, also international actors intervene in supporting (or monitoring) the economic policy of the State under (re)construction.

In the words of Cassese, there is a shift from economic sovereign of the State to the economic sovereignty over the State, with the domain of the economy (in general terms, of the international and European rules of economic policy) over the domestic choices of the State. In this sense, the economic sector is less bound to the territory: economy’s boundaries override State’s boundaries. The State exercises its sovereign functions conditioned by international institutions; the domestic legal order must comply with the international legal order.

This is self-evident in the Western Balkans and in particular the Kosovo situations. The paper has shown how international actors intervene in this kind of situations and how EU conditionality influences the economic policies in these countries. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that the Independent International Commission on Kosovo concluded its report on Kosovo in 2000 stating that «the best available option for the future of Kosovo is conditional independence [...]. The future of Kosovo, then, depends on the sustainability of the European idea and its supporting institutions. […] The chief responsibility for integrating Kosovo into a peaceful Balkan region must lie with the European nations themselves».

This seems also true with regard to the regulation of foreign investments. As already shown, Kosovo has enacted a domestic regulation in line with the international and European standards of investment protection. This enhances the reliability of the national legal system and guarantees the legitimate expectations of foreign investors in the creation of a stable and transparent legal framework for foreign investments. In this sense, the State exercises its sovereign legislative powers conditioned by supranational rules, with the aim to attract FDI in the country. The investment policy of the State is moving towards the investment policy over the State.
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